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Background: Post- stroke fatigue (PSF) is common with great impact on quality of life. 
We explored predictive and cross- sectionally correlated features in the long term 
after ischemic stroke.
Methods: This study comprises 430 participants of the prospective Sahlgrenska 
Academy Study on Ischemic Stroke (SAHLSIS), aged 18– 69 years at index stroke. 
Information on acute stroke severity and cardiovascular risk factors was collected at 
index stroke. After 7 years, PSF was assessed by the Daily Fatigue Impact Scale (D- 
FIS). Cognitive, neurological, and functional outcomes, and symptoms of depression 
and anxiety, pain, insomnia, and physical activity were also assessed. Associations 
between baseline variables and PSF were analyzed by ordinal regression. Correlations 
between PSF and cross- sectionally assessed variables, and between PSF and baseline 
variables, were analyzed with Spearman's or point- biserial correlation for the whole 
sample and in sex- stratified analyses.
Results: At 7 years post- stroke, 80% of the participants reported some impact of 
fatigue. Female sex and stroke severity were independently associated with PSF, 
whereas no associations were detected with baseline cardiovascular risk factors. In 
cross- sectional analyses at 7 years, we found correlations between PSF and poor 
functional, neurological, and cognitive outcomes, as well as depressive symptoms, 
anxiety, insomnia, pain, and low physical activity (p < .001 throughout). The correla-
tion with insomnia was stronger in women than in men (two- way ANOVA interaction 
test, p = .03).
Conclusions: Our findings confirm that PSF is common in the long term after ischemic 
stroke and show a complex interplay with sex and several other outcomes. Future 
studies should address causal relationships and interventions towards fatigue and co-
existing features.
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1  |  INTRODUC TION

Post- stroke fatigue (PSF) is a common and disabling consequence of 
stroke.1,2 PSF is associated with a lower quality of life, a decreased 
likelihood to return to work, and a higher risk of death, and 40% of 
stroke survivors report fatigue as their worst or one of their worst 
symptoms.3– 6 In line with this, management and prevention of fatigue 
was ranked top 10 in a study investigating stroke research priorities 
as agreed by stroke survivors, caregivers, and health professionals.7

Today, there is no effective intervention to treat or prevent 
fatigue, which in part is explained by a lack of knowledge of its 
underlying pathophysiological mechanisms. Based on observed 
associations between fatigue and low physical activity, physical ex-
ercise has been suggested as a non- pharmacologic intervention for 
PSF.8,9 However, results are conflicting and compelling evidence of 
associations between physical activity and PSF, as well as interven-
tional effects, is lacking.10 Factors that have been suggested to con-
tribute to PSF are female sex, high age, personal factors such as poor 
coping style, more externally directed locus of control and poor so-
cial support, physical and functional impairment, sleep disturbances, 
pain, depression, anxiety, and cognitive impairment.11,12 Among re-
ported predictors of PSF are also several cardiac and cardiovascular 
comorbidities.13,14 Thus, available data indicate that the etiology of 
fatigue is multidimensional and involves both biological and psycho-
social elements. A conceptual model of the etiology of PSF has been 
suggested, proposing that different factors contribute to PSF early 
as compared to late after stroke.15 In this model, stroke lesions and 
related biological factors are suggested to contribute to early, but 
not late fatigue, whereas psychosocial and behavioral factors act as 
predisposing and perpetuating factors for PSF. Furthermore, resid-
ual neurological deficits are suggested to influence PSF through the 
effects of psychological factors.15 However, to date it is unknown 
why and for how long PSF persists since most studies on PSF have 
a follow- up time of less than two years. Thus, long- term PSF, and its 
associated features, still represents a gap of knowledge.16

We hypothesized that a large proportion of young and middle- 
aged ischemic stroke survivors experience symptoms of fatigue as 
long as seven years post- stroke. In order to identify predictive fac-
tors that can improve prognostication, as well as correlated features 
that can provide clues on pathophysiological mechanisms and repre-
sent potential targets for intervention, we explored a set of baseline 
variables and cross- sectionally assessed features for correlations to 
fatigue at seven- year follow- up.

2  |  MATERIAL S AND METHODS

2.1  |  Study population

This study comprises participants in the longitudinal part of the 
Sahlgrenska Academy Study on Ischemic Stroke (SAHLSIS), the de-
sign of which has been described in detail.17,18 In brief, patients 
who presented with first- ever or recurrent ischemic stroke at ages 

18– 69 years were consecutively recruited at the stroke unit at the 
Sahlgrenska University Hospital/Sahlgrenska during 1998– 2009. 
All cases underwent computed tomography (CT), and 63% under-
went magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) of the brain. The inclusion 
criteria were acute onset of clinical symptoms suggestive of stroke 
lasting >24 h and CT scan or MRI of the brain. Patients were ex-
cluded if they showed an etiology other than ischemic stroke fol-
lowing evaluation, or had a diagnosis of cancer of advanced stage, 
infectious hepatitis, or human immunodeficiency virus. All eligible 
patients fulfilling these criteria were included, without any selec-
tion bias. The study was approved by the Regional Ethics Review 
Board in Gothenburg. Written informed consent was obtained 
from all participants.

2.2  |  Baseline characteristics

Index stroke severity was scored as maximum severity within the 
first 7 days after hospital admission. For cases recruited 1998– 2003, 
we used the Scandinavian Stroke Scale (SSS), and for cases recruited 
2004– 2009, the National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale (NIHSS). 
The SSS is similar to the NIHSS but was more commonly used in 
Sweden during the first years of recruitment to SAHLSIS. To facili-
tate comparisons in the present study, we have converted all SSS 
scores to NIHSS scores using an algorithm.19 Participants were thor-
oughly characterized with regard to cardiovascular risk factors and 
comorbidities as described.17,20 Etiological subtypes were classified 
according to the Trial of Org 10172 in Acute Treatment (TOAST) 
criteria with minor modifications as described21 into the categories 
large artery atherosclerosis, small artery occlusion, cardioembolic 
stroke, cryptogenic stroke (defined here as no identified cause de-
spite a complete evaluation), cervical artery dissection, other deter-
mined cause, and undetermined stroke (defined either as incomplete 
evaluation or as more than one identified etiology). Physical exercise 
during leisure time during the year preceding index stroke was as-
sessed according to the Saltin– Grimby Physical Activity Level Scale 
(SGPALS),22,23 and dichotomized to sedentary lifestyle if moderate 
physical activity was performed at less than 4 hours per week, oth-
erwise moderate/high. Information on education level was obtained 
from the questionnaire at the 7- year follow- up and dichotomized 
according to the norms of the Swedish educational system so that 
9 years of education (compulsory school) or less was classified as 
“low” and more than 9 years of education as “high.” More details on 
the definition of ischemic stroke and baseline characteristics are 
given in the Supporting information.

2.3  |  Follow- up and outcomes

All surviving participants were invited to a follow- up visit 7 years 
after index stroke. Patients who were not able to visit the clinic 
were offered a home visit. The follow- up also included a postal 
questionnaire. The different outcomes that we assessed at 
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7 years are described in the following sections, and a table sum-
marizing the scales that we used can be found in the Supporting 
information.

When assessing PSF, participants first received written stan-
dardized structured information about fatigue, which was defined 
as physical exhaustion and lack of energy. PSF was then assessed 
by the Swedish version of the Fatigue Impact Scale (FIS), which was 
included in the postal questionnaire.24 For cases recruited 2004– 
2009, a less time- consuming protocol was used for practical reasons, 
and PSF was assessed at the follow- up visit by the Daily Fatigue 
Impact Scale (D- FIS).25 Both FIS and D- FIS assess the impact of fa-
tigue during the previous month on physical, cognitive, and psycho-
social functions. FIS includes 40 items, whereas D- FIS includes 8 of 
these items selected to capture overall fatigue for a more convenient 
assessment in clinical practice. In a separate substudy, study partic-
ipants filled out both fatigue scales, and we compared the answers 
to D- FIS and the answers to the same 8 items from FIS, as described 
in the Supporting information. As the responses were concordant, 
we combined the answers to D- FIS and the corresponding 8 items 
in FIS in the present study into one variable. This new variable is 
henceforth referred to as D- FIS score. The 8 items included are the 
following: because of fatigue, I (1) feel less alert; (2) have to reduce 
my workload or responsibilities; (3) am less motivated to do anything 
that requires physical effort; (4) have trouble maintaining physical 
effort for long periods; (5) find it difficult to make decisions; (6) am 
less able to finish tasks that require thinking; (7) feel slowed down 
in my thinking; and (8) have to limit my physical activities. Each item 
is given between 0 (no problem) and 4 (extreme problem) points. 
Thus, the D- FIS score ranges between 0 and 32 points, where zero 
indicates no fatigue at all and a higher score indicates more severe 
fatigue.

The follow- up visit also included assessments of cognitive func-
tion by the Barrow Neurological Institute Screen for higher cere-
bral functions (BNIS) as described in detail elsewhere,18 with the 
total score (maximum 50 points) reflecting overall cognitive func-
tion. Functional outcome was assessed by the modified Rankin 
Scale (mRS), and remaining neurological impairments by the NIHSS. 
Physical exercise during leisure time during the year preceding the 
follow- up visit was assessed in the same way as for baseline using 
SGPALS.22,23 For cases recruited 1998– 2003 (n = 259), we also as-
sessed insomnia at follow- up using a validated subset of seven items 
from the Karolinska Sleep Questionnaire (KSQ), and created an 
index of nocturnal insomnia as previously described.26

To obtain information on marital status, depression and anxi-
ety symptoms, and pain, we used data from postal questionnaires. 
Marital status was dichotomized to cohabitation with partner or 
spouse versus no partner. The validated Hospital Depression and 
Anxiety Scale (HADS) was used to assess symptoms of depression 
and anxiety.27 The HADS consists of one subscale for anxiety and 
one for depression, which are summarized separately. Each scale 
ranges from 0 to 21, with higher scores indicating inferior mood. 
Pain was assessed by the pain score from the Short Form- 36 (SF- 
36) Health Survey, with scores calculated according to the RAND 

36- Item Health Survey 1.0 scoring instructions. A score of 100 indi-
cates no significant pain, and a lower score indicates lower quality of 
life due to bodily pain.28

To obtain data on recurrent stroke and neurological comorbidities, 
we used overlapping methods using information from questionnaires 
and from the National Hospital Discharge Registry, as described.29,30 
Two participants with multiple sclerosis were identified, which is 
known to cause fatigue, and they were therefore excluded from the 
present study.

2.4  |  Statistical methods

We assessed correlations between ordinal scales and continuous 
variables using Spearman's correlation, and between nominal data 
and continuous variables using point- biserial correlation. To test 
correlations between nominal variables, we used Fisher's exact test. 
Interaction analyses were performed using two- way ANOVA. The 
Kruskal– Wallis test was conducted to examine differences in PSF 
in the etiologic subtypes of ischemic stroke according to TOAST. 
To investigate associations between baseline variables and fatigue 
at seven years, we performed ordinal logistic regression analyses, 
with categorized D- FIS as dependent variable. To this end, PSF was 
categorized into 4 groups based on D- FIS score. The first group 
comprised all participants with a D- FIS score of 0, denoted group 
0. Remaining participants were divided into tertiles based on D- FIS 
score, denoted T1 (D- FIS ≤6), T2 (D- FIS 7– 13), and T3 (D- FIS >13). 
Three models were assessed. Model 1 included the variables age and 
sex; and model 2, age, sex, baseline NIHSS, history of stroke, hy-
pertension, diabetes mellitus, atrial fibrillation, BMI, hyperlipidemia, 
smoking, and sedentary lifestyle. Variables were selected based on 
known or plausible association with post- stroke fatigue. Finally, a 
third model was assessed including only variables with a significant 
association with PSF in Model 2.

A two- tailed p- value of <.05 was considered statistically signifi-
cant. All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 22 
on Windows or SPSS version 25 for Mac and the R software (version 
3.6.1; package for ordinal regression: MASS package, https://cran.r- 
proje ct.org/web/packa ges/MASS/, Visualization: ggplot2 package, 
https://cran.r- proje ct.org/web/packa ges/ggplo t2/index.html).

3  |  RESULTS

A flowchart of the study population is shown in Figure 1. In total, 
valid answers to FIS or D- FIS were obtained from 430 individuals 
and those were included in the analyses of the present study. The 
eligible non- participating subjects had more severe strokes (i.e., 
higher acute phase NIHSS score), were more likely to be sedentary, 
and were more likely to smoke compared to the group included in 
this study (p < .01 throughout), as detailed in Table S2. No other sig-
nificant differences in baseline characteristics between these two 
groups were found.

https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/MASS/
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/MASS/
https://cran.r-project.org/web/packages/ggplot2/index.html
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The mean D- FIS score for the 430 participants was 8.3 (SD 
7.4) and the median score was 7.0 (IQR 1– 14). The correspond-
ing scores for women were 10.4 (SD 8.2) and 10 (IQR 3– 16), and 
for men 7.3 (SD 7.2) and 6 (IQR 1– 12). The D- FIS score distri-
bution for the whole sample is shown in Figure 2. A majority of 
the study participants (n = 340, approx. 80%) reported impact 
of fatigue, that is, a D- FIS score ≥1. Baseline characteristics of 
the study participants and correlations to D- FIS scores are pre-
sented in Table 1. The median age at inclusion was 57 years, 66% 
were males, and the median acute NIHSS score was 2.5. Acute 
stroke severity, female sex, and a history of stroke before index 

stroke were all significantly correlated to a higher D- FIS score at 
follow- up, whereas no significant correlations were detected for 
age, education, or any of the cardiovascular risk factors includ-
ing physical activity pre- stroke. Due to the observed correlation 
between female sex and PSF, we also performed sex- stratified 
analyses. Acute stroke severity and a prior history of stroke were 
significantly correlated to higher D- FIS scores in men, but not in 
women (Table 1). We also investigated PSF in relation to the eti-
ologic subtypes of ischemic stroke, as specified in the Methods 
section. No subtype- specific difference in D- FIS score was found 
(Kruskal– Wallis test, p = .78; Table S3). This was also true when 

F I G U R E  1  Flowchart of study 
population

85 died before 7-year follow-up

697 included

612 subjects
eligible for 7-year
follow-up

505 participated in
7-year follow-up

430 subjects with
valid answers to FIS
or D-FIS

59 could not be reached
37 did not want to participate
9 could not participate due to
post-stroke impairment or other
disease
2 excluded due to multiple
sclerosis

75 discontinued participation
or chose to take only home
questionnaire

F I G U R E  2  Distribution of D- FIS scores 
in the study sample. D- FIS, Daily Fatigue 
Impact Scale
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performing this analysis stratified by sex and in a sensitivity analy-
sis for the subjects with only one stroke, and after adjustment for 
age and acute stroke severity (data not shown). Ordinal logistic re-
gression models showed that female sex and acute stroke severity 
were the only significant predictive baseline variables for a higher 
D- FIS at follow- up, but the total variance explained by our model 
was low (Table 2).

Next, we investigated correlations between PSF and other out-
comes or features at 7 years post- stroke. Persisting neurological im-
pairments, poor functional outcome, decreased cognitive function, 
symptoms of depression or anxiety, pain, and insomnia were all sig-
nificantly correlated to higher D- FIS score, both in the whole group 
and in sex- stratified analyses (Table 3). Strongest correlations were 
observed for symptoms of depression or anxiety, pain, and poor 
functional outcome. Sedentary lifestyle and recurrent stroke were 
weakly, but significantly, correlated to PSF in the whole sample and 
in men in sex- stratified analyses (Table 3). Strengths of correlations 
between the different 7- year features and outcomes in the whole 
sample are depicted in Figure 3.

Sex- stratified analyses indicated potential differences between 
men and women in correlations to PSF for both baseline and fol-
low- up variables. We therefore performed a two- way ANOVA in-
teraction test to assess these sex- dependent differences. Only 
insomnia showed a significant interaction with sex (p = .03) and was 
a significantly more important factor for PSF in women (p = .0003) 
than in men (p = n.s).

We performed sensitivity analyses on participants who were 
assessed by the whole FIS, on participants with first- ever stroke at 
baseline and without stroke recurrence during the 7- year follow- up. 

Results for these sensitivity analyses yielded similar results as for 
the whole sample, and are displayed in the Tables S4 and S5.

4  |  DISCUSSION

In this prospective study of young and middle- aged ischemic stroke 
survivors, we found that self- reported impact of fatigue in daily life 
is common in the long term (i.e. seven years) after stroke. Female sex, 
acute stroke severity, and history of stroke before the index stroke 
were weak, but significant and independent predictors of a higher D- 
FIS score at the 7- year follow- up. In contrast, we found no significant 
associations between baseline cardiovascular risk factors, including 
physical activity, and the D- FIS score. Cross- sectional analyses of 
variables seven years post- stroke showed that a high D- FIS score was 
significantly correlated to poor functional outcome, neurological and 
cognitive impairments, symptoms of depression and anxiety, pain, in-
somnia, and sedentary lifestyle during the year preceding the follow-
 up, and stroke recurrence during the 7- year follow- up period. Only 
insomnia showed a significant interaction with sex and was a signifi-
cantly more important factor for PSF in women as compared to men.

We found that female sex and acute stroke severity predict long- 
term PSF, although the observed associations were weak. These 
findings are in line with the results from a recent meta- analysis that 
included fourteen studies investigating factors associated with PSF.12 
Regarding stroke severity, contradictory observations have also been 
reported.31 Differences in case mix and time to follow- up might explain 
some of these discrepancies. Our findings indicate that in young and 
middle- aged stroke patients, stroke severity is associated with PSF in 

TA B L E  1  Correlations between post- stroke fatigue measured as D- FIS score at 7- year follow- up and baseline characteristics at index 
stroke for the total cohort, for men, and for women

All (n = 430) rs Men (n = 282) rs Women (n = 148) rs

Age at inclusion, median (IQR) 57 (49– 63) 0.02 57 (51– 63) 0.06 55 (44– 63) 0.00

NIHSS score, median (IQR) 2.5 (1– 6) 0.11* 3 (1– 6.5) 0.14* 2 (1– 2.5) 0.13

BMI, median (IQR) 26.0 (23.8– 28.8) −0.05 26.7 (24.4– 29.2) 0.01 24.6 (22.0– 27.7) −0.04

rpb rpb rpb

Sex, n (%) 430 (100) 0.19***

History of stroke, n (%) 56 (13.0) 0.12* 37 (13.1) 0.15* 19 (12.8) 0.08

Hypertension, n (%) 243 (56.5) 0.01 171 (60.6) 0.08 72 (48.6) 0.04

Diabetes mellitus, n (%) 72 (16.7) 0.01 49 (17.4) 0.06 23 (15.5) 0.07

Atrial fibrillation, n (%) 40 (9.3) 0.01 28 (9.9) 0.07 12 (8.1) 0.12

Hyperlipidemia, n (%) 284 (68.4) 0.02 192 (70.3) 0.04 92 (64.8) 0.02

Smoking, n (%) 140 (32.9) 0.02 74 (26.5) 0.02 66 (44.9) 0.00

Sedentary lifestyle, n (%) 62 (15.3) 0.08 36 (13.6) 0.02 26 (18.3) 0.14

Low education, n (%) 114 (26.5) 0.08 75 (27.5) 0.11 39 (26.9) 0.02

Note: Values are given as median (IQR) for continuous data and n (%) for categorial data. All correlations are to Daily Fatigue Impact Scale (D- 
FIS) measured 7 years after the index ischemic stroke. Correlations between continuous data were calculated using Spearman's correlation (rs). 
Correlations between continuous variables and dichotomous data were calculated using point- biserial correlation (rpb). Missing data: 11 for BMI, 15 
for hyperlipidemia, 4 for smoking, 24 for sedentary lifestyle, and 12 for education.
Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale.
*p < .05.; ***p < .0001.
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TA B L E  2  Associations between baseline variables at index stroke and post- stroke fatigue, that is, categorized D- FIS score

OR (95%CI) p- value

Model 1

Age 1.01 (0.99– 1.02) .29

Female sex 2.00 (1.39– 2.88) <.001

Model 2

Age 1.01 (0.99– 1.03) .24

Female sex 1.92 (1.29– 2.87) .001

Baseline NIHSS 1.05 (1.02– 1.09) <.01

History of stroke 1.41 (0.81– 2.46) .22

Hypertension 1.23 (0.82– 1.84) .32

Diabetes mellitus 0.87 (0.52– 1.45) .59

Atrial fibrillation 0.81 (0.42– 1.53) .52

BMI 0.99 (0.94– 1.03) .59

Hyperlipidemia 0.86 (0.56– 1.31) .47

Smoking 0.91 (0.61– 1.37) .66

Sedentary lifestyle 0.61 (0.36– 1.03) .07

Model 3

Female sex 2.06 (1.43– 2.97) <.001

Baseline NIHSS 1.05 (1.02– 1.08) <.001

Note: Ordinal logistic regression models for associations between baseline variables and categorized D- FIS (the first group comprising all participants 
with a D- FIS score of 0, and the remainder of the participants divided into tertiles based on D- FIS score, i.e., D- FIS ≤6, D- FIS 7– 13, and D- FIS >13). 
The Model 1 analysis included 430 cases; Model 2, 372 cases; and Model 3, 430 cases. Nagelkerke's pseudo- R2 values 3.5%, 6.8%, and 5.3% for 
Model 1, Model 2, and Model 3, respectively.
Abbreviations: BMI, body mass index; CI, confidence interval; D- FIS, Daily Fatigue Impact Scale; NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale; 
OR, odds ratio.

TA B L E  3  Correlations between D- FIS score and other outcome measures at the 7- year follow- up for the total cohort, for men, and for 
women

All (n = 430) rs Men (n = 282) rs Women (n = 148) rs

NIHSS score, median (IQR) 0 (0– 1) 0.24*** 0 (0– 1) 0.24*** 0 (0– 1) 0.28***

mRS, median (IQR) 2 (1– 2) 0.49*** 2 (1– 2) 0.50*** 2 (1– 2) 0.49***

BNIS, median (IQR) 40 (37– 44) −0.19*** 40 (36– 43) −0.21*** 41 (38– 45) −0.23**

HADS- D, median (IQR) 3 (1– 7) 0.59*** 3 (1– 6) 0.57*** 4 (1– 8) 0.60***

HADS- A, median (IQR) 3 (1– 7) 0.49*** 2 (1– 5) 0.47*** 4 (2– 9) 0.44***

SF- 36 bodily pain, median (IQR) 80 (45– 100) −0.46*** 90 (58– 100) −0.40*** 68 (45– 100) −0.50***

rpb rpb rpb

Recurrent stroke, n (%) 51 (11.9) 0.11* 38 (13.5) 0.16** 13 (8.8) 0.07

Sedentary lifestyle, n (%) 100 (23.5) 0.20*** 61 (21.8) 0.22*** 39 (26.9) 0.15

Living with partner, n (%) 297 (70.5) 0.04 212 (77.1) 0.01 85 (58.2) 0.01

Insomnia, n (%) 157 (61.8) 0.25*** 87 (54.4) 0.14* 70 (74.5) 0.36***

Note: Values given as median (IQR) for continuous data and n (%) for nominal data. All correlations are to Daily Fatigue Impact Scale (D- FIS). 
Correlations between continuous data were calculated using Spearman's correlation (rs). Correlations between continuous variables and dichotomous 
data were calculated using point- biserial correlation (rpb). Missing data: 32 for NIHSS, 9 for mRS, 31 for BNIS, 11 for HADS- D and HADS- A, 17 for 
SF- 36 bodily pain, 5 for sedentary lifestyle, and 9 for living with partner. Insomnia was assessed in a subgroup of cases (n = 259) with missing data for 
3 individuals.
Abbreviations: IQR, interquartile range;NIHSS, National Institutes of Health Stroke Scale; mRS, modified Rankin Scale; BNIS, Barrow Neurological 
Institute Screen for higher cerebral functions; HADS, Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale with dimensions for depression (−D) and anxiety (−A); 
Scale; SF- 36, Short- Form Health Survey.
*p < .05.; **p < .01.; ***p < .001.
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the long term. We observed no strong associations between baseline 
cardiovascular risk factors and long- term PSF, which is in line with sev-
eral previous studies.12,32– 34 However, there are also studies reporting 
that several cardiovascular risk factors predict PSF.13,14,35 Again, our 
relatively young cohort and long follow- up time might explain some 
of the discrepancies. However, based on our results, we conclude that 
cardiovascular risk factors do not seem to have a strong predictive 
value for long- term PSF in younger ischemic stroke survivors.

At seven years post- stroke, persisting impairments were cor-
related to the D- FIS score. First, a higher D- FIS score was correlated 
to a worse functional outcome as assessed by the mRS, a finding sup-
ported by previous studies.12,36 With regard to cognitive impairment, 
we found a weak but significant correlation between D- FIS and overall 
cognitive function as measured by the BNIS score, which is a screen-
ing instrument of global cognitive function with less ceiling effect in 
stroke survivors as compared to the more widely used Mini- Mental 
State Examination (MMSE).18 Previous results have been conflicting, 
possibly due to different cognition assessment scales, and differences 
in age and stroke severity between study cohorts.36– 38 Next, we 
found that symptoms of depression were strongly correlated to PSF. 
This is a confirmatory finding in light of previous studies.12,39,40 Since 
fatigue or loss of energy is a common symptom of depression, some 

overlap is expected. Moreover, anxiety was correlated to PSF, which 
again is in line with earlier studies,39,40 and it appears that the rela-
tionship between fatigue and anxiety can be present also in subjects 
without depression.37 Pain was also closely correlated to PSF, again in 
line with previous support.41,42 In contrast to the lack of association 
between physical activity pre- stroke and PSF, we found that a seden-
tary lifestyle the year preceding the 7- year follow- up was correlated 
to PSF. Physical activity has been suggested as a non- pharmacological 
intervention to treat fatigue, and regular physical activity to target 
PSF is recommended in a scientific statement from the American 
Heart Association.38 This strategy is supported by observed associa-
tions between fatigue and degree of physical activity.8 Furthermore, 
a small randomized pilot trial demonstrated that the combination 
of cognitive– behavioral therapy and graded activity training was 
more effective than cognitive– behavioral therapy alone in treating 
PSF.9 Large interventional data are lacking to date, but recently the 
study protocol for an interventional study investigating cognitive– 
behavioral intervention including physical activity was published.43 
From our results, we cannot draw any conclusions about causality, 
but provide further observational support that physical activity mer-
its evaluation as an intervention to treat PSF. Finally, we observed a 
correlation between insomnia and PSF that was significantly stronger 

F I G U R E  3  Correlation plot illustrating associations between age at baseline, sex, and 7- year post- stroke outcome measures including 
D- FIS. Correlations between ordinal scales and continuous data were calculated using Spearman's correlation. Correlations between 
continuous variables and dichotomous data were calculated using point- biserial correlation. Positive correlations are displayed in blue, and 
negative correlations in red color. The intensity of the color is proportional to the association for the corresponding test. Increasing scores 
for BNIS indicate a higher cognitive function; for D- FIS, HADS- A, and HADS- D, increasing symptoms of fatigue, anxiety, and depression, 
respectively; for mRS, increasing functional impairment; for NIHSS, increasing neurological impairments; and for SF- 36 bodily pain, a lower 
impact on quality of life due to pain. BNIS, Barrow Neurological Institute Screen for higher cerebral functions; D- FIS, Daily Fatigue Impact 
Scale; HADS, Hospital Anxiety and Depression Scale with dimensions for depression (−D) and anxiety (−A); NIHSS, National Institutes of 
Health Stroke Scale; mRS, modified Rankin Scale; SF- 36, Short- Form Health Survey
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in women as compared to men. Several studies, including the present, 
report higher rates of PSF in women, and insomnia is correlated to 
female sex in the general population.44,45 The observed sex difference 
may thus speculatively stand for differences in expressing feelings of 
tiredness. An alternative explanation is that women may be predis-
posed to psychosocial stress because they have to meet expectations 
from traditional role models regarding family responsibilities, as well 
as expectations related to equal employment opportunities in the 
labor market.46 In addition, sex differences in biologcical mechanisms 
underlying insomnia and PSF could contribute. To increase our un-
derstanding of these observed sex differences in PSF, future studies 
should address the underlying mechanisms to improve clinical man-
agement and provide better targeted interventions. To conclude, we 
found correlations between PSF and several other outcome measures 
at 7 years post- stroke. Some of these represent modifiable features. 
Current guidelines on PSF recommend that modifiable factors such 
as depression and anxiety, sleeping disturbances, and pain should be 
identified and appropriately managed in clinical practice.38 However, 
the effects of such interventions on PSF merit further study.38

The strengths of the present study include long- term data of PSF 
in a large sample of consecutively recruited and well- characterized 
ischemic stroke patients. Moreover, the design of the follow- up is 
relatively unique in that it included a very comprehensive set of 
outcome metrics. Our study also has several important limitations. 
There is no gold standard method to assess PSF, and a reliable quanti-
tative measurement is challenging given the subjective nature of the 
trait and its variation from day to day. In this study, we used D- FIS, 
an 8- item score measuring impact of fatigue that must be consid-
ered a crude measurement of PSF. Moreover, we chose to combine 
FIS and D- FIS to increase our study sample. However, we controlled 
the congruity of the two questionnaires from subjects who filled 
out both FIS and D- FIS, and we performed an analysis on FIS only 
that provided similar results. Further, we did not have data on fa-
tigue before the index stroke or in the convalescent phase, and we 
did not include a stroke- free control group that could have yielded 
more information on what degree of D- FIS scores to be considered 
normal as opposed to stroke- related. Finally, our study sample con-
stitutes relatively young long- term stroke survivors who attended a 
7- year follow- up visit. Consequently, the included cases had fairly 
mild strokes and our data also showed that eligible non- participating 
subjects had more severe stroke, were more likely to be sedentary, 
and were more likely to smoke compared with the group included in 
this study. This might possibly have led to underestimations of the 
observed associations and limits the generalizability of this study.

In conclusion, we found that impact of fatigue in daily life is 
common even seven years after acute ischemic stroke. PSF was as-
sociated with female sex and initial stroke severity. We assessed a 
comprehensive set of outcome metrics 7 years post- stroke, and our 
findings highlight the complex and multidimensional nature of PSF 
where the pattern of correlations between different metrics makes 
up an intricate network, in which it is difficult to establish cause and 
effect. Future studies with repeated measures of PSF and other out-
comes would be of interest in order to gain knowledge on the time 

course of different impairments and symptoms, as well as evaluation 
of interventions directed toward reversible features.
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